One way to analyze the relationship between species attributes (e.g. functional traits) and sample 13 attributes (e.g. environmental variables) via the matrix of species composition is by calculating 14 the community-weighted mean of species attributes (CWM) and relating it to sample attributes 15 by correlation, regression, ANOVA etc. This weighted-mean approach is used in a number of 16 ecological fields (e.g. functional and vegetation ecology, biogeography, hydrobiology or 17 paleolimnology), and represents an alternative to other methods used to relate species and sample 18 attributes via the species composition matrix such as the fourth-corner approach. 19 39
2
The problem with the weighted-mean approach is that in certain cases it yields biased 20 results in terms of both effect size and significance, and this bias is contingent upon the beta 21 diversity of the species composition matrix. The reason is that CWM values calculated from 22 samples of communities sharing some species are not independent from each other. This lack of 23 independence influences the number of effective degrees of freedom, which is usually lower than 24 the actual number of samples, and the difference further increases with decreasing beta diversity 25 of the data set. Discrepancy between the number of effective degrees of freedom and the number 26 of samples in analysis turns into biased effect sizes and an inflated Type I error rate in those 27 cases where the significance of the relationship is tested by standard tests, a problem which is 28 analogous to analysis of two spatially autocorrelated variables. Consequently, reported results of 29 studies using rather homogeneous (although not necessarily small) compositional data sets may 30 be overly optimistic, and results of studies based on data sets differing by their beta diversity are 31 not directly comparable. 32
Here, I introduce guidelines on how to decide in which situation the bias is actually a 33 problem when interpreting results, recognizing that there are several types of species and sample 34 attributes with different properties and that ecological hypotheses commonly tested by the 35 weighted-mean approach fall into one of three broad categories. I also compare available 36 analytical solutions accounting for the bias (namely modified permutation test and sequential 37 permutation test using the fourth-corner statistic) and suggest rules for their use. 38
Introduction 42
Weighted-mean approach is a method to analyze the relationship between species attributes and 43 sample attributes by calculating community-weighted means of species attributes (CWM), which 44 can be directly related to sample attributes by correlation, regression, ANOVA or other methods. and relate them to soil, light or climatic variables (Schaffers and Sýkora 2000) . In hydrobiology, 60 reliability of the saprobic index of Sládeček (1973) based on weighted mean of diatom indicator 61 values, or similar indices (e.g. trophic diatom index, Kelly and Whitton 1995) is evaluated by 62 relating them to measured water quality parameters. Similarly, in paleoecology the method used 63 4 to reconstruct acidification of lakes from fossil diatom assemblages preserved in lake sediments 64 is based on weighted means of diatom optima along the pH gradient (ter Braak and Barendregt 65 1986), and as one of the transfer functions (e.g. Birks et al. 1990 ) is considered to be a tool 66 which has "revolutionised paleolimnology" (Juggins 2013 Although the weighted-mean approach technically relates two sets of variables (CWM 73 and sample attributes), three matrices are in fact involved in the computation background 74 (notation here follows the RLQ analysis of Dolédec et al. 1996) : matrix of sample attributes R 75 with m sample attributes of n samples (n × m); matrix of species composition L with abundance 76 (or presence-absence) of p species in n samples (n × p); and matrix of species attributes Q with s 77 species attributes for p species (s × p). The weighted-mean approach is just one of the possible 78 options for relating species attributes (Q) to sample attributes (R) via a matrix of species 79 composition (L): it combines Q with L into a matrix of weighted-means M and relates it to R. 80 An alternative solution, although rarely used, is to combine a matrix of sample attributes R with 81 species composition L by calculating the weighted-mean of sample attributes (optima of 82 individual species along a given sample attribute or species centroids) and relate these values to 83 species attributes Q (e.g. ter Braak and Looman 1986). A third option is to use methods suitable 84 for simultaneously handling all three matrices (R, L and Q), such as the fourth-corner approach 85 5 (Legendre et al. 1997) , the related ordination method, called RLQ analysis (Dolédec et al. 1996) , 86 and other alternatives (Jamil et al. 2013 , Brown et al. 2014 . 87
In the weighted-mean approach, the relationship between CWM and sample attributes, 88 analyzed by correlation/regression/ANOVA, is often tested by a standard parametric or 89 permutation test (called simply standard test throughout this study). However, not all types of 90 ecological questions, which are usually solved by the weighted-mean approach, should actually 91 be tested by standard test. In certain situations and types of null hypotheses, the weighted-mean 92 approach combined with standard tests generates biased results, which are more optimistic than 93 would be actually warranted by analyzed data. This bias includes unreliable estimates of effect 94 size (e.g. correlation coefficients in the case of correlation, or r 2 in the case of linear regression) 95
and an inflated Type I error rate, leading to more frequent rejection of the null hypothesis than 96 would be expected. The key point before applying the weighted-mean approach is to explicitly 97 decide what is actually the relationship between species attributes or sample attributes and 98 species composition, and which of these relationships is actually fixed and which is random 99 (more on the terms "fixed" and "random" below). This decision should be based on critical 100 inspection of the context of the study question and tested null hypothesis. Inspiration for this 101 issue can be seen in the application of the fourth-corner approach (Legendre et al. 1997 indicator values (species attributes) to sample attributes derived from species composition matrix 107 6 (like ordination scores or species richness), and by Peres-Neto et al. (2012, 2016) derived from GIS layers may be considered as random and external. Indeed, the distinction 166 between fixed and random is often arbitrary and depends on the authors' decision and the 167 theoretical context of the study, and the same variables can be seen as fixed or random in 168 different contexts. For example, if results are expected to have local validity (e.g. whether the 169 CWM of species height in a given agricultural system can predict the harvested biomass), 170 species attributes can be seen as fixed; if the species height will be measured again in the same 171 community, results will be similar, but not generally applicable to other communities. If the aim 172 is to generalize results (e.g. to assess whether the species height itself, as tabulated in the national 173 9 floras, can be used as a tool to predict biomass yield), species attributes should be treated as 174 random and the analysis should be modified accordingly, so that even a local study can 175 contribute to a more general description of this relationship. 176
In the original description of the fourth-corner problem (Legendre et al. 1997 ), both 177 species and sample attributes were considered as fixed, while the matrix of species composition 178 was considered as random, and different permutation models were applied to test alternative 179 hypotheses. In the weighted-mean approach, the decision as to whether attributes are fixed or 180 random also influences the choice of a meaningful way to test the relationship, and is therefore 181 crucial in the selection of the correct statistical test. All hypotheses (as discussed further) make 182 an implicit or explicit assumption that either species or sample attributes are fixed, with a link to 183 species composition acknowledged a priori and not further questioned (and also not tested). 184 185
Types of hypotheses tested by weighted-mean approach 186
Considering the distinction between fixed and random (sample or species) attributes, questions 187 and hypotheses commonly tested by the weighted-mean approach fall into one of the three 188 categories (see Table 1 for summary). and increasing its length increased the beta diversity of the data set (Appendix S1: Table S1 and 273 probability of occurrence at a given location of the gradient (see Appendix S1 for further details). 282 Note that the model generating the 2D simulated community data is different from the 283 one generating the simulated data sets used by Dray and Legendre (2008) and Peres-Neto et al. 284 (2016) , which used only one environmental gradient and generated rather homogeneous 285 communities (Appendix S1: Table S1 vs Appendix S4: Table S2 ). The other difference is how 286 each algorithm achieves the increase in beta diversity: while in the 2D simulated data set this is 287 done by prolonging the second virtual gradient (which increases gamma diversity while keeping 288 the mean alpha diversity rather constant), in the 1D simulated data set of Dray and Legendre 289 (2008) the beta diversity is increased by narrowing the niche breadth of individual species 290 (keeping the gamma diversity of the data set constant but decreasing the mean alpha diversity). 291
For comparison with other published studies, all analyses were also repeated with the 1D 292 simulated community data generated according to Dray and Legendre (2008) , with results 293 available in Appendix S4. 294
All analyses were conducted using R-project (v. 3.3.1, R Core Team 2015); complete R 295 scripts are available in Data S1 and all functions are in R-packages weimea (abbreviation for 296 weighted mean; source code of v. 0.60 in Data S2). 297
Weighted-mean approach with standard test applied on simulated data 298
For each of the four scenarios (1-4) I created ten levels of beta diversity, and for each 299 combination of scenario × level of beta diversity I created 1000 datasets (4 scenarios × 10 levels 300 of beta diversity × 1000 replications = 40 000 data sets). For each data set I calculated the CWM 301 15 of species attributes, related it to sample attributes using Pearson's r correlation and tested its 302 significance using the parametric t-test (for additional results for least-square regression and r 2 303 see Appendix S2: Fig. S1 ). For each level of community beta diversity in each scenario, I 304 counted the proportion of correlations significant at α = 0.05 (note that this proportion is 305 identical to the proportion of significant regressions). 306
From the three scenarios with no direct link between species and sample attributes 307 (scenarios 2, 3 and 4), analysis of data generated by scenario 2 reveals the bias -the correlation 308 coefficient deviates from zero more than in other cases (Fig. 2) , and the test of significance 309
shows an inflated Type I error rate (Fig. 3) . This bias decreases with increasing beta diversity of 310 the species composition matrix ( Fig. 2 & 3 to the standard permutation test, the originally inflated Type I error rate in the case of scenario 2 413 disappears ( Fig. 4) . At the same time, in the case of scenario 3 the test is slightly conservative for 414 homogeneous data sets. The same conclusion applies if the modified permutation test is used on 415 Dray and Legendre's simulated community data set, in which the results for scenario 3 are even 416 more conservative (almost no significant correlations, Appendix S4: Table S1 and Fig. S2a) , 417 since the community data set has rather low beta diversity (Appendix S4: Table S2 ). Additional 418 detail power analysis on the simulated community data set with added random noise reveals that 419 the modified permutation test loses power when both sample size and species number decrease 420 (Appendix S4: Fig. S1a ), and also with a decrease in the beta diversity of the data set (due to 421 increased species tolerance, Appendix S4: Fig S1b) . 422
The modified permutation test is suitable for testing hypotheses in category A, which 423 assume that species attributes are random, while sample attributes are fixed (linked to species 424 composition) and for which scenario 2 is relevant for testing the null hypothesis. It should, 425 however, not be used for testing the hypotheses in the category B and C, since for both 426 categories is relevant scenario 3 with fixed species attributes, which should not randomized 427
(which is what modified permutation test is doing). 428
Sequential permutation test with the fourth-corner statistic 429 test is significant, then the second test is done, and overall significance of the result is equal to 442 the higher of these two tests' P-values. When applied to the 2D simulated community data set, 443 this test gives unbiased results for all scenarios (Appendix S2: Fig. S3 ), although being more 444 conservative in the case of homogeneous data sets in scenario 4, which is relevant for questions 445 in category C. Results calculated on the simulated data set of Dray and Legendre (2008) confirm 446 this finding (Appendix S4: Table S1 and Fig. S2b ). Power analysis (Appendix S4: Fig. S1c,d ) 447 reveals a performance very similar to that of the modified permutation test. The sequential test 448 with the fourth-corner statistic is therefore suitable for testing hypotheses from all three 449 categories, although in the case of category B it is not needed (standard permutation test gives 450 unbiased results) and in the case of category C it is overly conservative for homogeneous 451 community data sets (scenario 4 on Fig. 4) . A disadvantage is that the sequential test with the 452 fourth-corner statistic is restricted only to the weighted regression/correlation between centered 453 and standardized species and sample attributes, weighted by row sums of a species composition 454 matrix (L), and is therefore more like a special case of weighted-mean approach (which also 455 22 includes other methods such as non-weighted regression, correlation or ANOVA and does not 456 require standardizing species and sample attributes). 457 458 Discussion 459
The main motivation of this study was to show that the results of the weighted-mean approach 460 critically depend on the correct decision being made regarding the test used for statistical 461 inference. To help in this decision process, I suggested that each hypothesis can be classified into 462 one of the three categories, given the explicit (or implicit) assumptions about the role of species 463 and sample attributes. For each category, I suggested an optimal strategy for testing the 464 significance of the relationship between the CWM and sample attributes, summarized in Table 1 . 465
The choice of the appropriate category is not always straightforward. For example, trait studies 466 testing whether an environment is filtering the species into a community via their functional 467 traits routinely assume that such traits are functional, and in the weighted-mean approach are 468 therefore considered as fixed (category B). However, this assumption may not always be 469 justified; traits included in these analyses are often those readily available in databases and/or 470 relatively easy to measure, but these do not necessarily need to be really the functional ones 471 (Mlambo 2014) . In case of compositionally relatively homogeneous data sets, even the traits 472 with no ecological meaning may show a high and significant relationship to environmental 473 variables if tested by standard tests. I believe that this calls for a revision of such commonly 474 applied practice. 475
The analogy between the bias in the weighted-mean approach to the bias in the analysis 476 of spatially autocorrelated variables suggests some other alternatives to reduce or remove the 477 23 bias. One is to stratify the data set to reduce redundancy in species composition among samples 478 and increase the overall beta diversity of the compositional dataset, e.g. by removing one sample 479 from pairs of samples with similar species composition. Although methods for stratification 480 based on species composition are available (e.g. Lengyel et al. 2011 ), this potentially results in 481 throwing out a large number of expensive data. Another option would be to apply some 482 correction for effective degrees of freedom in analysis, analogous to a method estimating the 483 effective number of samples in the case of autocorrelated variables (Dutilleul 1993 ), or to apply 484 methods capable of dealing with autocorrelated residuals (analogy of geographically weighted 485 regressions). 486
The analogy of the weighted-mean approach to the analysis of spatially autocorrelated 487 variables also provides a solution to the question of how to deal with missing values for some of 488 the species. Species with missing attribute values are not used for weighted-mean calculation, so 489 they do not contribute to the compositional autocorrelation of CWM values. The point of the 490 modified permutation test is to generate random variables with the same compositionally 491 autocorrelated structure as the weighted mean calculated from the original species attributes. For 492 this, the matrix of species composition, which inherits the compositional autocorrelation into 493 weighted-mean values, should also remain the same for calculation of weighted means from 494 randomly generated species attribute values. This would not be the case if the species with 495 missing attribute values remains in both the composition and species attributes matrices, because 496 permuting missing values would cause the weighted mean of permuted species attributes to be 497 calculated every time with different species composition matrix (the species which in a given 498 permutation run would be assigned missing values will not be included in this weighted-mean 499 24 calculation). The solution is to remove species with missing species attributes from both the 500 species attributes and the species composition matrix, and in the case of the modified 501 permutation test to permute only existing species attribute values. In the case where more species 502 attributes are analyzed (e.g. three different functional traits) and the species has missing species 503 attribute values for some attributes and not for others, the species should be removed from the 504 species composition matrix only for the purpose of calculating and testing the weighted mean of 505 that species' attributes for which the species value is missing, and not for the others. Although 506 not explicitly mentioned in the studies describing the sequential test with the fourth-corner r 507 (Peres-Neto et al. 2012, 2016), I suggest that the same should also be done in the case of this 508 approach. 509
The power test using the simulated data set showed that the power of both the modified 510 permutation test and the sequential permutation test with the fourth-corner statistic decreases 511 with a decrease in the number of species and/or number of samples. This makes these tests less 512 suitable for smaller and relatively homogeneous data sets with few species (e.g. less than 40), 513 since the probability of Type II error (i.e. not rejecting the null hypothesis, which is false) 514 strongly increases. Additionally, in the case of a relatively homogeneous compositional data set 515 the modified permutation test is overly conservative for scenario 3, while the sequential 516 permutation test with the fourth-corner statistic is conservative for scenario 4. Both tests are 517 therefore less suitable for testing hypotheses in category C in the case of a relatively 518 homogeneous compositional data set. 519
In this study, I explicitly ignored intraspecific variation in species attributes, focusing 520 only on the use of data set-wide mean species attribute values. Indeed, intraspecific variation 521 25 may be important; e.g. in the context of functional traits, the intraspecific variation gains 522 increasing attention (Albert et al. 2012), and a relevant question is whether the inclusion of 523 intraspecific variation (e.g. by including trait values that are sample-specific, not data set-wide) 524 influences the potential bias reported in this study or not. This question requires further 525 examination, which goes beyond this study, but in my opinion including another source of 526 variation (species-level variation in species attributes) does not remove the problem of the bias 527 itself, but makes the estimation of the bias and its correction more complex. 528
Finally, relevant consideration is whether the weighted-mean approach is actually the best 529 analytical solution for the question being explored. In some cases, the question is explicitly 530 focused on relating community-level values of species attributes, like mean Ellenberg indicator 531 values (serving as an estimate of ecological conditions for individual sites) or the CWM of traits 532 (as one of the functional-diversity metrics and as a community-level trait value), and the use of 533 the weighted-mean approach is fully justified. Yet, in other cases, when the question is focused 534 on relating individual species-attributes to sample attributes, the weighted-mean approach may 535 not be the best analytical choice. The use of alternative options, such as the fourth-corner or RLQ 536 analysis, for which the problem of inflated Type I error rate and choice of suitable permutation 537 test have already been solved, can be a better solution. 538 539
Conclusions 540
In this study, I attempted to draw attention to the problem of the weighted-mean approach, which 541 I believe is largely overlooked and generally not acknowledged, although it represents a source 542 of potentially serious misinterpretations. Since in certain fields the weighted-mean approach is 543 26 gaining increasing momentum (e.g. in functional ecology with the CWM of species functional 544 traits as one of the functional-diversity indices), I suggest that the time is ripe to critically assess 545 in which situations and for which types of hypotheses the commonly used standard parametric or 546 permutation tests are inappropriate, since they yield results that may be overly optimistic. I offer 547 simple guidelines on how to decide whether, in a given context of a study, the standard 548 methodology gives correct or biased results, and I review available solutions for those cases 549
where it does not. 550 551
